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BlackRock betting big data can help 
revive its active equity funds 
Jessica Toonkel 
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Laurence Fink, Chairman and CEO of Blackrock Inc., gestures at the session 'The Global Economic Outlook' in the Swiss mountain resort of Davos January 
24, 2015. REUTERS/Ruben Sprich  
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NEW YORK (Reuters) - BlackRock Inc (BLK.N)يCEOيLarryيFinkيisيbettingيthatيaيtrillionيpointsيofيdataيcanيhelpيreviveيhisيfirm’sيailingيstock-picking business.  

Even though BlackRock replaced many of its fundamental activeيequityيmanagersيoverيtheيpastيfewيyears,يaيnumberيofيtheيfirm’sيstock-picking funds are 
underperforming. Investors have pulled $7.5 billion from the funds over the past year, according to Morningstar. 

Toيaddressيthis,يtheيworld’sيlargestيassetيmanager is taking the secret data sauce of its team of quantitative managers, academics and data engineers and 
feeding it to all of its portfolio managers, including its fundamental active equity team.  

The goal: to arm its portfolio managers with data to give them an analytical advantage. The information ranges from satellite images of cars in retailer 
parking lots to shipping trends to word search analytics in company earnings calls.  

While big data has long been the domain of quants and hedge fund managers, it is unusual for fundamental stock-pickers - who tend to use analyst 
reports, earnings figures and their own research - to rely on such wide ranging data.  

If BlackRock succeeds, it could enable its stock-pickers to see market opportunities ahead of the competition. The challenge will be in getting these 
managers to understand what all the data means, said Ken Kam, CEO and founder of Marketocracy, a data-dependent online investment advisor.  

“Itيwillيbeيaيsteepيlearningيcurveيforيthem,”يKamيsaid.ي“Thatيisيnot toيsayيthereيisn’tيanيopportunity,يbutيit’sيaيwholeيotherيballيgame.”ي 

Fink, for one, is optimistic.  

“Weيbelieveيthatيifيweيcanيgetيinsightيthroughيdata, itيwillيgiveيusيaيdifferentiatedيadvantage,”يFinkيtoldيReutersيinيanيinterviewيinيJuly.ي 

While performanceيhasيimprovedيoverيtheيpastيyear,يonlyي22يpercentيofيtheيgroup’sيfundamentalيactiveيequityيmutualيfundsيreturnedيamongيthe top 
quartile of their peers for the 12 months, up from 8 percent for the past five years, according to Morningstar.  

By its own account, BlackRock stock-picking funds have already started to turn around.  

Seventy-eight percent of its portfolios, including institutional accounts, have outperformed their peers or benchmarks over the past year, while 61 
percent have over the past fiveيyears,يaccordingيtoيtheيfirm.يInstitutionalيperformanceيisn’tيpubliclyيreported.ي 

The push to share big data with these managers is intended to give these funds an additional boost, a spokesman said. 

To be sure, BlackRock could flood its managers with data and still not win assets in an era when investors increasingly choose the indexed investing that 
BlackRock is most known for. Nor is there a guarantee that more data will boost performance, said Jason Kephart, an analyst at Morningstar.  

Forيexample,يBlackRock’sيownيEmergingيMarketsيLongيShortيEquityيFundي(BLSAX.O), run by the scientific active equity team, struggled in the first half of 
  .electionsيpresidentialيtheيafterيralliedيmarketيcountry’sيtheيwhenيstocksيBrazilianيinيpositionsيshortيhadيitيbecauseيpartiallyي2014

The fund underperformed its benchmark, the Bank of America Merrill Lynch U.S Treasury Bill 3 Month Index, by 1.2 percent, in the first half of 2014, 
according to Morningstar.  

Still, with fixed income investments likely to lose favor with investors in coming months if the Federal Reserve, as expected, raises interest rates, it is 
increasingly important for bond-heavyيBlackRock’sيactiveيequityيfundsيtoيshine,يanalystsيsay.ي 

That’sيparticularlyيtrueيbecauseيtheيfirm’sيactiveيequityيbusinessيhasيtheيpotentialيtoيgenerateيbiggerيprofitsيforيtheيfirm. Currently, it makes up about 6 
percentيofيtheيfirm’sيassetsيunder management, but it delivered 15 percent of its revenue in the second quarter.  

Last quarter, the average fee BlackRock charged institutional clients for its active equity strategies is 0.60 percent, compared to 0.05 percent for the 
passive strategies for which it is better known, according to Mac Sykes, an analyst at Gabelli.  

Forيanalysts,يtheيfundamentalيactiveيequityيperformanceيisيtheيonlyيthingيholdingيbackيBlackRock’sيstockيfromيgoingيevenيhigher. The stock trades at 
about $335 a share.  

“Forيmeيtheيnextيbigيlegيupيinيtheirيstockيisيifيtheyيcanيimproveيactiveيequity,”يsaidيLukeيMontgomery,يaيSanfordيBernsteinيanalyst.ي“They have industry 
leadingيflows,يbutيtheيstoryيsoيfarيhasيbeenيaboutيtheirيETFsيandيfixedيincomeيbusiness.”ي 

https://www.reuters.com/finance/stocks/overview?symbol=BLK.N
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One goal withinيtheيnextي12يmonthsيforيBlackRockيisي“nowcasting”ي- using data and satellite imagery that could show how real-time forces are affecting 
portfolios, such as how many cars are in the parking lots of Wal-Mart Stores (WMT.N) across the country.  

While a quant manager might look at that piece of data to determine how much U.S. consumers are spending, a stock-picker could use it to grill Wal-
Mart executives about sales, said Ken Kroner, head of multi-asset strategies and head and chief investment officer of the scientific active equity group.  

Theيdifficultyيisيdeterminingيwhatيdataيisيrelevantيandيwhatيisيnoise,يKamيsaid.ي“It’sيgoingيtoيbeيaيlittleيlikeيdrinkingيwaterيoutيofيaيfireيhose,”يheيsaid.ي 

ACTIVE 2.0 

BlackRock has assembled a working group of portfolio managers drawn from its quantitative scientific active group, its fundamental stock-pickers and its 
fixedيincomeيmanagers,يtoيfigureيoutيhowي“bigيdata”يcanيhelpيmanagersيacrossيtheيfirm,يKronerيsaid.ي 

ItsيfirstيprojectيisيanيinternalيWebيsiteيwhereيBlackRock’sيportfolioيmanagersيcanيsearch a word, company name or phrase and receive thousands of data 
bits, including earnings calls; analyst reports; word search analytics, video and audio clips.  

Forيinstance,يbyيcombingيthroughيBlackRock’sيdataيhub,يmanagersيdiscoveredيthatيtheيnumberيofيtimesيthatيexecutivesيmentionedيtheيwordي“Greece”يinي
their earnings calls last quarter was the lowest since 2012.  

That data allowed BlackRock managers to discount the potential risk of Greece leaving the European Union while other investors were selling shares on 
dailyيworriesيaboutيaيpossibleي“Grexit,”يKronerيsaid.ي 

Dataيlikeيthisيaddsيanotherيlayerيtoيtraditionalيstockpicking,يcreatingيanيapproachيthatيsomeيsayيcouldيbeي“Activeي”.2.0ي 

Kroner knows the push into big data is not a panacea for active equity.  

“Activeيmanagementيwillيalwaysيbeيatيitsيcoreيaboutيtheيunderstandingيofيfundamentals,يearningsيgrowthيratesيandيtheيlike,”يKronerيsaid.ي“Butيbigيdataي
does sure give us an edge over our competitors 
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